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1 INTRODUCTION 3
1 Introduction
GPPL is a small, block-structured, imperative programming language, for
which a compiler, gc, has been built using the Yacc/Lex-based attribute-
grammar compilerOx (see [Bischo]). This paper describes GPPL and gc,
and is directed mainly to those who would like to study and modify them.
The implementation of GPPL may be considered as an example of the use
of attribute grammars in general and as a nontrivial example application of
Ox.
The syntax of GPPL bears some resemblance to that of C but, being
described in only about eighty grammar rules, lacks many C constructs.
GPPL's semantics are similar to those of Pascal, with relatively strict error
checking.
gc's target language is a very small subset of C. The source code for gc
occupies about seventy kilobytes and constitutes about a dozen les.
2 Lexical Elements
The following are GPPL's reserved words:
int float bool void var
if then else while return exit
input output EOF
TRUE FALSE









Identiers are sequences of one or more letters or digits, the rst character
being a letter. Integer constants are sequences of one or more digits. Each
oating point constant is a nonempty digit sequence followed by a period,




This section indicates the main features of GPPL's syntax. The Y-le
gppl.Y may be used as the exact syntactic specication for GPPL. Sev-
eral example GPPL programs are included in an appendix, and these too
may be studied to gain an appreciation of GPPL's syntax.
3.1 Programs and Blocks
Each GPPL program is a block, which is f, followed by a possibly empty
sequence of block elements followed by g. A block element is a variable
declaration, a function declaration, or an executable element. A variable
declaration is a storage declaration. The shortest GPPL program is fg.
3.2 Storage Declarations
Storage declarations are similar in general form to the denitions of C, with
a type specier (one of: int, float, bool) preceding a comma-separated,
semicolon-terminated list of identiers, each followed optionally by a list of






A type specier (dened above) or void begins a heading of a function decla-
ration. There follows an identier and a parenthesized list of parameter dec-
larations, which are storage declarations optionally preceded by var. Each
of these two lines is an example heading:
void qsort(var int v[10000]; int left,right;)
int mod (int i,m;)
A function declaration is such a heading followed by a block (described
above). Here are two function declarations, the second of which has another
function declaration nested within its block:
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int fact(int i;)
{if (i == 0)
then return 1;
else return i * fact(i - 1);
}
void printData(var int a[10000]; int size;)
{int i;
i = 0;
while (i < size)
{output("%d ",i); output("%d\n",a[i]);
i = i + 1;
if (mod(i,50) == 0) then output("\f");
}
int mod (int i,m;) {return i-((i/m)*m);}
}
3.4 Executable Elements
An executable element is either a statement or a block. A statement is
either a semicolon (empty statement), an expression followed by a semicolon
(expression statement), or a control statement. The expressions of GPPL
are rather ordinary. The exact rules for expressions may be found in gppl.Y.
Each line below has an example expression. Terminating any one of these










a = b[i] = fact(i)
c = (a = d) * (b + 88.3)
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3.5 Function Invocations
Several of the example expressions given above contain function invocations
as subexpressions. An identier followed by a parenthesized, possibly empty,
comma-separated list of expressions is a function invocation. GPPL also
has several built-in functions: input, output, and the cast functions. input
precedes a left parenthesis, a C-style format string, a comma, a storage
reference, and a right parenthesis. There are two forms of output invocations,
one being output followed by a parenthesized string. In its other form,
output has both a string and an expression, parenthesized and separated by
a comma, as arguments. A parenthesized expression preceded by int, float,
or bool is a cast function invocation.
3.6 Control Statements
A control statement is either an if statement, a while statement, a return
statement, or an exit statement. An if statement is if followed by an ex-
pression, then, and an executable element, optionally followed by else and
another executable element. while followed by a parenthesized expression
and an executable element is a while statement. An exit statement is exit
followed by an integer expression and a semicolon. A return statement is
return followed either by an expression and a semicolon, or by a semicolon
alone.
4 Comparison with Other Languages
The reader may have noticed that many favorite constructs and facilities
of some popular languages (notably C) are not mentioned above. GPPL
lacks compound data types, unions, enumerated types, pointer variables,
for, do-while, continue, break, switch, goto and labels, increment and
decrement operators, conditional expressions, bit operations, automatic type
conversions, dynamic memory allocation, separate compilation, and a macro
facility. The absence of these features keeps the compiler small and easy




The following is an informal and incomplete description of the meanings of
GPPL's constructs. The reader should follow experience and intuition, and
if these fail, gc's source code, in resolving semantics-related questions not
addressed in this section.
5.1 Scope of Identiers
As is common in block-structured languages, GPPL employs static scoping
rules for resolution of storage references and function invocations. When an
identier is seen in the context of a storage reference, the list of variables
declared in the block and (if the block is the block of a function) the for-
mal parameter list are searched. When seen in the context of a function
invocation, the list of functions declared in the current block is searched.
If the identier is not found in a given block, the search proceeds outward
to enclosing blocks until there is a match or the search fails in the program
block (the outermost block). In a correct input, for a given block, the sets
of identiers of variables, formal parameters, and functions declared for the
block are each disjoint from one another.
An identier's uses need not precede its declaration.
5.2 Operators









Their precedences and associativities are as in C. Which of the two subex-
pressions of a given binary expression is executed rst is implementation-
dependent.
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5.3 Types and Casts
Each expression has one of the types enumerated in section 3.2. There are
no automatic type conversions. The cast functions are provided for changing
types of expressions. int and float expressions cast to bool are FALSE for
0 and 0.0, TRUE otherwise. A TRUE expression cast to int or float becomes
either 1 or 1.0, while FALSE becomes 0 or 0.0. Casts between int and float
behave as in C.
The arithmetic and relational operators are overloaded, in that they ap-
ply to both int and float operands. The logical operators apply only to
operands of type bool. The operands of a binary operation must be of the
same type. The type of an arithmetic or logical expression is the same as
that of its operand(s). Relational expressions are of type bool.
The type specier of a function must match the type of any expressions
whose value it returns. If the function contains an empty return statement,
its type specier must be void.
5.4 Input and Output
The built-in I/O functions behave, insofar as the syntax of each permits, like
the C functions printf and scanf, except that (sinceGPPL has no pointer
variables) input's storage reference argument is not a pointer.
As in C's standard library, EOF is an integer constant, and may appear
anywhere an integer constant may appear. Its value is dened only in relation
to values returned by input.
It is illegal to call input with a storage reference of type bool.
5.5 Storage Items
In this section, k is some non-negative integer, and E is a sequence of k
constant integer expressions such that E
i













can appear in the two distinct contexts treated below.
Variable Declarations When the context of the above declaration is that
of a variable declaration (see section 3.1), id
0
is the name of a storage location






items of type type
0
that may
be read and written in references permitted by the scope rules of section 5.1.
If k > 0, id
0
is called an array.
Parameter Declarations If the above storage declaration appears in a
formal parameter list (see section 3.3) there are two cases:
1. The declaration is not preceded by var. In this case, k = 0 and id
0
has storage for one item. Upon calling the function, the result of the
expression matched to the formal parameter is written to that location,
which is otherwise inaccessible to the caller. id
0
's item may be read
and written in references permitted by the scope rules. The matched
actual parameter is said to be passed by value.
2. The declaration is preceded by var. In this case no storage is reserved
for the parameter. The actual parameter matched to the given formal
parameter is a reference to storage in the scope of the caller, and ref-
erences permitted by the scope rules read or write that storage. The





Assume a valid declaration of id
0
as in the preceding section. If e is a se-










]    [ e
k
] is a valid reference to a location reserved for
id
0
. If the above condition on the indices of the reference to id
0
fails, a
run-time error is reported and program execution is terminated.
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5.5.3 References to Arrays
Suppose that 0  j < k, and that an array id
0
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k
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j
] appears as an















where the following conditions hold:











for 2  i  n
5.6 Compile-time Error Conditions
Below are listed the semantic error conditions that elicit messages from
GPPL. Most of the conditions are followed by example programs that il-
lustrate the errors.
 Nonpositive dimension in array declaration.
{int a[0];
float r,s[-5 * -4 * -1];
}




 Identier declared more than once in the same block.
{int in;
void in(var float r;) { input("%f\n",r); }
}
 Undeclared storage identier.
 Undeclared function identier.
 Binary operator type mismatch.
bool greater(int i; float r;)
{return i > r;
}
 Unary operator type mismatch.
{int i; bool p;
p = !i;
}
 Assignment operator type mismatch.
{int i; bool p;
p = i;
}








 Extra actual parameter in function invocation.
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 Missing actual parameter in function invocation.
 Type of actual parameter does not match type of formal parameter.
 Dimensions of actual parameter incompatible with dimensions of formal
parameter (see section 5.5.3).





void square(var int i;){i = i * i;}
}
 Array declared as value formal parameter.
{void qsort(int a[1000];int left,right;){ ... }
}




 Non-boolean expression as condition in control statement.
{int i;
i = 100;
while (i) {output("%d\n",i); i = i - 1;}
}
 Call to return not in any function block.
{return;
}




 Mismatched type of object returned from function.
{int fun() {return 1.0;}
}
 Object returned by void function.
{void fun() {return 1.0;}
}
 Non-integer object of exit statement.





The reader should be familiar with the use of Ox, or should have access to
the Ox user's manual [Bischo].
This description of the implementation makes frequent references to gc's
source code and may be taken as a general guide to that code.
6.1.1 General Design Notes
Many aspects of the present implementation are inuenced by a single design
decision: gc generates a single stream of code during a single post-decoration
left-to-right postorder traversal of the parse tree.
To improve time and space eciency, some of the attributes are dened
as pointers to lists of shared data items.
6.2 Overview of gc's Source Files
 Makefile is used to maintain consistent and up-to-date versions of the
various component les of gc, and is input to the Make utility (see
[Feldman]).
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 glob.h contains declarations of types and macros that need be visible
from all of gc's .c les, including y.tab.c and lex.yy.c.
 gppl.Y is the Y-le and contains the denition of main.
 gppl.L is the L-le.
 scan.c consists of routines to support lexical analysis and evaluation
of synthesized attributes of tokens.
 The routines called during tree decoration are contained in sem.c. In
general, the semantic errors that interfere with normal attribute eval-
uation are detected and reported by these routines.
 code.c contains all of the target-language-dependent routines of gc.
For expedience, these perform about half of the checks for semantic er-
rors. Nearly all of these routines (namely those prexed by cg) generate
code and are executed during the post-decoration parse-tree traversal
mentioned above.
 util.c holds utility routines for error handling and le handling.
 scan.h, sem.h, code.h, and util.h are header les, each of which
holds extern declarations of routines declared in the corresponding .c
le.
6.3 Symbols, Locales, and Environments
Conceptually, there are three kinds of symbols created by gc, one kind for each
of GPPL's ways of declaring identiers. There are symbols for variables, for
formal parameters, and for functions. glob.h has the declaration of struct
sym, which is the type of C variable used to represent symbols of all three
kinds. Some of the struct sym members are used for each kind of symbol,
while some members are unused for some kinds of symbols. This facilitates
use of a single set of routines for manipulating lists of each kind of symbol.
The uses of the various members are described below. Source code that
allocates the symbol space is located in sem.c. After allocation of that
space, symStock points to the next available struct sym in the space, and
is incremented each time one is allocated.
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A locale is a list of symbols, all of the same kind. There are variable
locales, parameter locales, and function locales.
Each function symbol has a parameter locale, which contains the symbols
of the function's formal parameters.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between environments and blocks.
Each environment that corresponds to a function block has a function sym-
bol and a parameter locale (that of the function symbol). Environments of
unnamed (non-function) blocks lack function symbols and parameter locales.
Associated with each environment are a variable locale and a function locale,
which are lists of symbols of variables and functions declared in the corre-
sponding block. For each environment, except the one corresponding to the
program block, there is an outer environment. Each environment has a level.
Zero is the level of the program block's environment. Every other environ-
ment has a level greater by one than that of its outer environment. Locales
and environments are searched during identier resolution as indicated in
section 5.1.
6.4 Construction of Symbols and Locales
The token ID has the inherited attribute sym. ID nodes that are parts of
subtrees rooted at funcDecl or stgDecl2 nodes are parts of symbol decla-
rations. In each of those contexts, sym is evaluated by constructing a new
symbol (cf. section 6.7). Such construction involves allocating a struct sym
and assigning the members that pertain to the symbol's kind. The C func-
tion newFuncSym is dened in sem.c and is used for constructing function
symbols. Parameter symbols and variable symbols are referred to generically
as storage symbols, and are constructed by calling newStgSym, also in sem.c.
All symbols use members of their struct sym to store:
 The lexeme of the ID token.
 The line number of the symbol's declaration.
 a type, corresponding to one of: int, float, bool, void.
 The level of the environment in which the declaration appears.
Locales are represented as linked lists of struct sym variables. When a
symbol appears in a locale, the next member of the symbol's struct sym is
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lambdaSym if the symbol is the last in the list. Otherwise next points to the
next symbol in the locale.
6.4.1 Construction of Storage Symbols
Dimension Lists A variable symbol or parameter symbol may be that of
an array, so for these kinds of symbols it is necessary to keep an ordered
list of the symbol's declared dimensions. dimList is a synthesized attribute
of dimSeq nodes. Childless dimSeq nodes have empty dimLists. Every
other dimSeq node has a dimList constructed by appending the value of a
bracketed constant integer expression onto the head of the dimList of the
node's dimSeq child. Thus a dimSeq node whose parent is a stgDecl2 node
has a reverse-order list of the dimensions of the symbol.
struct sym Members Specic to Storage Symbols In addition to the
above-mentioned members common to all symbols, storage symbols have:
 a storage class. This distinguishes symbols of variables, value parame-
ters, and reference parameters.
 a scaled dimension list, i.e., a dimList whose every member has, in
addition to its dimension, a scale factor used in calculating addresses
at run-time.
 the size of the symbol, i.e., the amount of storage to be reserved for it.
6.4.2 Construction of Storage Locales
Variable Locales These are synthesized in subtrees whose roots are la-
beled with the nonterminal block, the result of the synthesis being block's
varLoc attribute. Examination of the Y-le's rules involving blockElemList
reveals that it also has the varLoc attribute. The synthesis is incomplete for
blockElemList nodes whose parents are not block nodes.
Parameter Locales The paramDeclList nonterminal has an attribute
loc used to synthesize parameter locales. Complete synthesis entails that
the parent of the paramDeclList node is labeled funcDecl. At such a
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paramDeclList node, loc is a reverse-order list of the symbols of a for-
mal parameter list. That reversal of the order is important to parameter list
matching (cf. section 6.8.1) and is easily implemented using the C function
concatLocs (in sem.c).
6.4.3 Construction of Function Symbols
Besides a lexeme, a line number, and a level, each function symbol has:
 An integer value that determines a label for the entry point of the
function.
 The amount of stack space used to store the actual parameters during
calls of the function.
 A parameter locale. This diers slightly from the parameter locale
synthesized at the nearby paramDeclList node (section 6.4.2): Before
newFuncSym \attaches" the locale to the incipient function symbol, the
locale is traversed and an address is assigned to each of its symbols.
6.4.4 Construction of Function Locales
This is analogous to the synthesis of variable locales (see section 6.4.2). Frag-
ments of locales are concatenated and carried rootward in a subtree whose
\main limb" is a chain of blockElemList nodes.
6.5 Allocation of Registers for Expression Evaluation
6.5.1 Need for Storage of Intermediate Results
In addition to declared storage (variables and formal parameters), the gc-
generated program needs undeclared storage where intermediate results of
expressions can be stored. For instance, the expression
(b + c) * (d + e)
requires that the results of (b + c) and (d + e) be available at the same
time, so that they can be multiplied without changing the contents of any
declared storage location.
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6.5.2 Indication of a Scheme for Register Allocation
The practice of generating all code in one continuous stream, during a post-
decoration left-to-right postorder traversal, is consistent with a certain simple
way of allocating registers for expression evaluation. Suppose that each reg-
ister is identied by a non-negative integer serial number, and consider an








In gc's output, the code that evaluates expr
1
precedes immediately the code
that evaluates expr
2
. Thus any register needed to evaluate expr
1
, except the
one in which its result is stored, may be reused for the evaluation of expr
2
.
If evaluation of expr
1
requires no register numbered less than n, then the
evaluation of expr
2
can use registers numbered n + 1 and greater, without
interfering with the evaluation of expr
1
. Further, the results in registers n
and n+1 can be combined according to op
0
, the result being stored in register
n.
The result of a unary operation can be stored in the same register as its
operand.
The indicated scheme aords ecient register allocation for left-recursive
expressions. It is wasteful for expressions that are deeply right-recursive.
6.5.3 Attributes for Register Allocation
The regNum Attribute Except for the typeSpec nonterminal, the nonter-
minals derivable from the expr nonterminal inherit the attribute regNum. A
node's regNum is the serial number of the virtual register which is to store
any intermediate result corresponding to the node.
The Y-le has the rules:
actParamList : expr ;
and
actParamList : actParamList ',' expr ;
For each expr in the list, cgPush generates code to push the result of the cor-
responding expression onto the activation stack. After that code is executed,
expr's register can be reused. It follows that each of the expr nodes can
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have the same regNum value. actParamList's regNum attribute is essentially
a dummy that carries a register number leafward so that it can be copied
into each of the expr nodes.
Consider rules other than the actParamList rules mentioned above. For
those other rules having the form:
lhsSym :    rnSym
0
   rnSym
k
   ;
where, for 0  i  k, the rnSym
i
are exactly the nonterminals of the right
hand side having the regNum attribute:




 if lhsSym has the regNum attribute, rnSym
i
's regNum attribute is i
plus the regNum attribute of lhsSym.
The maxRegNum Attribute Registers are allocated by the gc-generated
program at block-entry time. gc determines for each block how many regis-
ters are needed for activations of the given block. The synthesized attribute
maxRegNum of the nonterminal statement is the largest serial number of all
the registers used in executing the statement. For block nodes, maxRegNum
is the largest serial number of all the registers used in executing statements
of the block.
6.6 The env Attribute
6.6.1 Construction
In glob.h is the declaration of struct env, which gives the form of gc's
representations of environments. Each node labeled block has an inherited
attribute env, which is a pointer to a struct env. An env is built from
attributes described above and passed as arguments to theC function newEnv
(see sem.c). The arguments are as follows:
 outerEnv, a pointer to the outer environment of the incipient environ-
ment.
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 funcSym. If the new environment is that of a function block, this
points to the block's function symbol. Otherwise this is the null pointer
lambdaSym. For a function block, the environment's parameter locale
is accessed indirectly, as the paramLocmember of the funcSymmember
of the struct env.
 varLoc and funcLoc, the lists of variables and functions declared in
the corresponding block.
 maxRegNum. See section 6.5.3.
By three calls of symDupCheck, newEnv veries that the three locales of the
environment are disjoint from one another. assignLevel is called to traverse
each locale and write the environment's level into the struct sym of each
symbol of the locale. The variable locale is traversed by assignAddresses,
which determines for each variable a frame-pointer-relative address, and re-
turns the size of the storage required by the block's variables.
6.6.2 Inheritance
As seen above, environments are built up principally from information syn-
thesized in subtrees that correspond to gc's declarative constructs. The
information contained in a given environment is carried leafward via the env
attribute:
 for identier resolution and code generation, and
 to be passed as the outerEnv argument when calling newEnv to build
environments of the next higher level.
6.7 Resolution of Identier References
ID nodes that are parts of subtrees rooted at stgRef or funcInvoc nodes
appear in the context of identier references (storage references or function
invocations). In those contexts, ID's inherited attribute sym is evaluated by
searching the appropriate locales of a chain of environments for a symbol
having the same lexeme (cf. section 6.4).
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6.7.1 Storage References
These are resolved by calling stgRefLookup, which is passed a string (the lex-
eme of the ID of the reference) and an env (see section 6.6.1), which indicates
the environment in which the reference occurs. The mentioned lookup func-
tion follows the algorithm indicated in section 5.1 and is easily understood
by examining its text in sem.c. If the search is successful, stgRefLookup
returns a pointer to the symbol found. Otherwise the error is reported and
the null pointer lambdaSym is returned.
6.7.2 Function Invocations
The behavior of funcInvocLookup is quite like that of stgRefLookup. In-
stead of searching the variable locales and parameter locales in the chain of
environments, funcInvocLookup searches the function locales.
6.8 Parameter List Matching
This section considers matching of non-empty parameter lists of non-built-in
functions.
6.8.1 Checking List Length
The semantics of GPPL require that the numbers of actual and formal
parameters be the same. Recall from section 6.4.3 that construction of a
function symbol entails synthesis of a reverse-order list of the function's pa-
rameters, and installation of that list in the symbol's struct sym. The
actParamList nonterminal has an inherited attribute formParamList. For
actParamList nodes whose parent nodes are labeled funcDecl, this is the
paramList member of the struct sym of the ID associated with the func-
tion invocation. The parents of other actParamList nodes are themselves
actParamList nodes, and in each such case, the child inherits the
formParamList of the parent, less the list's head. The decapitation is per-
formed by cdrParamList, which, if passed a list of length zero or one, reports
that there were too many actual parameters. If the actParamList node cor-
responding to the expr node of the leftmost actual parameter receives a
formParamList of more than one symbol, the C function paramMatchCheck
reports a missing actual parameter.
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6.8.2 Other Checks
Each actual/formal pair must agree in type (sections 3.2 and 5.3), and this
is checked by paramMatchCheck.
Reference formal parameters can be matched only to storage references.
The isStgRef synthesized attribute of the expr nonterminal is a predicate
that is TRUE exactly when the node to which it belongs corresponds to a
storage reference. Passing a FALSE instance of isStgRef to paramMatchCheck
along with the symbol of a reference parameter results in an error report.
6.9 Index Matching in Storage References
The dimensions of a storage reference must be consistent (sections 5.5.2 and
5.5.3) with those of the storage declaration to which it is matched by the scope
rules (section 6.7.1). This is checked using list-matching methods similar to
those for parameter lists (section 6.8.1). Recall from section 6.4.1 that the
dimList of the ID node of the reference is a scaled, reverse-order list of the
symbol's storage dimensions.
There are two cases:
 The storage reference is matched to a formal parameter. In this case
the formalMatch attribute of the corresponding stgRef node is the
symbol of the matched parameter, and gc must test the condition of
section 5.5.3. The C function adjustDimList (in sem.c) matches the
less signicant dimensions of the dimension list of its actualSym ar-
gument one-by-one with the dimensions of the dimension list of its
formalSym argument. It returns the dimension list of its actualSym
argument truncated by the dimensions matched.
 The storage reference is not matched to a formal parameter, and the
formalMatch attribute of the stgRef node is lambdaSym. In this case
the condition of section 5.5.2 is tested. adjustDimList is called, but
the main body of its code is not executed, and it returns the whole
dimension list of its actualSym argument.
In each case the list returned by adjustDimList becomes the value of the
dimList attribute of the indexSeqnode whose parent is the stgRef node cor-
responding to the storage reference. The dimList attribute of an indexSeq
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node whose parent is itself an indexSeq node is inherited as the dimList of
the parent, less its least signicant dimension.
6.10 Code Generation
Chapter 6, Implementation of Block-Structured Languages, of [MacLennan]
provides good background for understanding gc's code generation and the
behavior of the generated programs.
The reader should refer to code.c and some sample generated code while
studying this section.
6.10.1 Target Language
For the present implementation, the target language is C. This is done for
the following reasons:
1. The generated programs can be run on any system having aC compiler.
2. The C library functions malloc, printf, scanf, and exit, and C's
oating point operations can be used, code generation for the corre-
sponding GPPL constructs being of peripheral interest.
Except as mentioned in point 2 above, the generatedC code is very low level,
and is directly comparable to assembly language. The only uses of C control
constructs constitute:
 conditional branch (implemented using an if together with a goto).
 unconditional branch (a goto).
 return from function call. C labels are not stored in variables, so return
addresses are represented on the stack as integers. gc writes a single
switch statement whose cases are labeled with those integer represen-
tations. The code fragment executed for a given case is a goto whose
target is the label of the code following the code for the function call.
Only two variables (those for the stack pointer and the frame pointer) and
only one function (main) are declared in the generated program.
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6.11 Structure and Behavior of the Generated C Pro-
gram
6.11.1 The Activation Stack
The stack is allocated by a malloc call, then the stack pointer is made ready
for the rst push operation. The stack \grows" from high memory to low
memory. Thus each pop gives the stack pointer a higher address, and each
push is a subtraction from the stack pointer. Casts are obviated by declaring
as unions the items on the stack. In the following, top is used in the sense of
stack-as-an-abstract-data-type, and without reference to the implementation.
An activation record is a segment of the stack corresponding to execution
of a block and containing the following items pushed in the following order:
1. The actual parameters. These are present only for activations of func-
tion blocks, being the results of the expressions in the actual parameter
list of the invocation. They are pushed leftmost-rst, so the rightmost
parameter is nearest the top.
2. The return address. This is present only for activations of function
blocks. It is an integer and is equivalent to the label in the caller to
which to return control upon deactivation.
3. The static link. This points to an activation record of the enclosing
block, the present activation having eventually resulted from that ac-
tivation of the enclosing block.
4. The dynamic link. This points to the record of the activation which
immediately preceded the present activation.
5. The return-value register (RVR). This is provided to receive, just prior
to deactivation, a value to be returned to the previous activation.
6. The expression registers. These are used for storing intermediate results
of expressions, as discussed in section 6.5.3.
7. Variables. This is storage corresponding to variable declarations (see
sections 3.1 and 5.5.1).
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6.11.2 Function Calls
Preparatory to a function call, the expressions constituting the actual pa-
rameters are executed, and their results are pushed on the stack one at a
time. This is followed by pushing the return address. Then the static link is
computed and pushed, and there is executed an unconditional branch to the
beginning of the function's block.
6.11.3 Block Entry
Function blocks are entered as the targets of goto statements in the code
generated for the caller. Thus the parameters, the return address, and the
static link are present on top of the stack at block-entry time.
Unnamed blocks, which are like compound statements, are entered by
virtue of their position in the program, rather than pursuant to a function
call. Activation records of unnamed blocks have no parameters or return
address. The rst instruction in the code generated for an unnamed block
pushes the static link (in this case, the same as the dynamic link).
An activation record for either kind of block has a dynamic link, registers,
and storage for variables. The block-entry code concerned with these items
is the same for either kind of block.
6.11.4 Block Exit
Following the code generated for the statements of a block is the block-exit
code. Such code restores the stack pointer and frame pointer to the values
they contained immediately prior to activation of the block being exited,
those values having been stored on the stack previously. The block-exit
code:
 for either kind of block is executed when control \falls through" the
code of the currently active block, i.e., when all of its statements have
been executed.
 for a function block is executed to carry out a return from the function.
In this case the block-exit code is the target of a goto in the code
generated for the return statement
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6.11.5 Function Return
A return statement in a function block may be nested in unnamed blocks.
Thus at the time of its execution, there may be several activation records
on top of that of the given function block. Each of the activation records
must be popped, and any returned value must be left in RVR of the function
block's now-otherwise-useless activation record, so that it can be accessed by
the caller.
Here is the sequence of events eecting a return:
1. If the function is non-void, the value to be returned is copied into RVR
of the topmost activation record.
2. For each unnamed block in which the return is nested:
(a) the top activation record is popped.
(b) If the function is non-void, the value in RVR of the just-popped
activation record is copied into RVR of the activation record now
on top of the stack.
3. The function block's activation record is popped. This is done by trans-
ferring control to the function block's block-exit code.
4. The return address, which is now on top of the stack, is read and
popped, and control is returned to the statement following the function
call.
5. The space for the function's actual parameters is popped.
6.11.6 Storage References and Address Computations
For each storage reference, there is designated a register to hold the address
of the storage to be accessed. The static distance between a symbol reference
and its declaration is the level of the environment of the reference minus the
level of the environment of its declaration.
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Addressing the Correct Activation Record The static link of an ac-
tivation record is the head of a linked list of activation records. The static
distance is the number of links of that list that must be traversed for cal-
culation of the correct address for the given storage reference. The result
of this traversal is that the register designated to hold the address contains
the frame pointer of an activation record corresponding to the block of the
symbol's declaration.
Oset within the Activation Record The symbol's frame-pointer-relative
address (whose arithmetic sign depends on whether the reference is to a pa-
rameter or a variable) is added into the register.
Oset within the Symbol's Storage Area After the register is made
to contain (as described above) the address of the beginning of the symbol's
storage area, there is a possibly-empty sequence of indexing operations, one
for each array index in the storage reference. The following steps are done
for each such operation:
1. The index expression is evaluated and checked against the appropriate
dimension for out-of-bound condition.
2. The value of the index expression is multiplied by the appropriate scale
factor and the result is added into the register designated for the ref-
erence.
Conditional Dereferencing The address is dereferenced exactly when it
is not matched to a reference formal parameter in a function call or the
storage reference of an input statement.
6.12 C Functions for Code Generation
The following are roughcast descriptions of some of gc's code generation
routines. The function denitions are to be found in code.c.
6.12.1 newLabelNum
With each call, this returns the next in an increasing sequence of non-negative
integers. Used for generic generation of labels.
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6.12.2 newReturnLabelNum
Similar to newLabelNum, but used only for generating labels for returns from
functions (cf. cgTrailer).
6.12.3 cgHeader
Writes whatever code needs to be up front, in particular that for:
 the declaration of the type of the stack items
 declaration of stack pointer and frame pointer




Writes all of the code that must be at the end of the program:
 a switch statement that converts an integer on top of the stack into
the target label of a goto. The switch is executed after each function
execution. (cf. newReturnLabelNum).
 index out-of-bounds trap.
 closing curly brace of main.
6.12.5 stgSize
Calculates the amount of storage needed for a given number of locations of




Due to the order of code generation, code for a function declaration may
immediately follow code for an executable element. When control leaves the
code for such an executable element, control must jump over the code for
the function in order to avoid execution of the code when the function hasn't
been called. Target labels are needed:
 for the jump-over.
 for calls of the function.
These labels are built by giving dierent alphabetic prexes to the same inte-
ger, namely the labelmember of the struct sym passed to cgFuncAddress.
6.12.7 cgFuncCall
Generates code that:
 pushes the return address
 computes and pushes the static link (one dereference for each unit of
static distance)
 transfers control to the code generated for the function
 provides a label as the target of a goto executed after the callee is done
 stores the result of the function call in the register designated for that
purpose (unless calling a void function)
 pops the actual parameters
6.12.8 cgFuncTrailer
Generates:
 the goto that causes the return of control to the caller.
 the target label for the function jump-over described in section 6.12.6.
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6.12.9 cgBlockEnter
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Appendix A: Sample GPPL Programs
This appendix shows some examples of programs written in GPPL.
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Appendix B: gc Source Code
This appendix contains the Make, Ox, and C source code for gc.
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